At least two software packages-DARWIN, Eckerd College [3], and FinScan, Texas A&M [4]-exist to facilitate the identification of cetaceans-whales, dolphins, porpoisesbased upon the naturally occurring features along the edges of their dorsal fins. Such identification is useful for biological studies of population, social interaction, migration, etc. The process whereby fin outlines are extracted in current fin-recognition software packages is manually intensive and represents a major user input bottleneck: it is both time consuming and visually fatiguing. This research aims to develop automated methods (employing unsupervised thresholding and morphological processing techniques) to extract cetacean dorsal fin outlines from digital photographs thereby reducing manual user input.
etc. The process whereby fin outlines are extracted in current fin-recognition software packages is manually intensive and represents a major user input bottleneck: it is both time consuming and visually fatiguing. This research aims to develop automated methods (employing unsupervised thresholding and morphological processing techniques) to extract cetacean dorsal fin outlines from digital photographs thereby reducing manual user input.
Ideally, automatic outline generation will improve the overall user experience and improve the ability of the software to correctly identify cetaceans. Various transformations from color to gray space were examined to determine which produced a grayscale image in which a suitable threshold could be easily identified. To assist with unsupervised thresholding, a new metric was developed to evaluate the jaggedness of figures ("pixelarity") in an image after thresholding. The metric indicates how cleanly a threshold segments background and foreground elements and hence provides a good measure of the quality of a given threshold.
This research results in successful extractions in roughly 93% of images, and significantly reduces user-input time.
As cetaceans-whales, dolphins, porpoises-can be uniquely identified by the features of their dorsal fins, researchers frequently employ photo-identification techniques in studies of population, migration, social interaction, etc. Researchers construct a catalog of known individuals and classify fins based on the location of primary identifying damage features.
The subsequent comparison of unknown fins to this catalog is time consuming and tedious.
With the pervasive use of digital cameras in such research, the quantity of photographic data is increasing and the backlog of individual identification delays meaningful data analysis.
Automated fin comparison can potentially improve productivity for photo identification tasks. Automated methods to compare dorsal fin photographs exist-DARWIN [3] and FinScan [4] -and can significantly reduce the number of photographs that must be examined manually to correctly identify an individual. Using fin outlines for comparison, these methods identify those fins from a database of known fins which most closely match the new, unknown fin and display the results as a ranked list. However, these methods may require more work on the end user's part than simply looking through a catalog of photos.
Tracing a fin outline accounts for a large portion of the time required for data input. Not only is the process time consuming, but also the nature of the task causes visual fatigue.
Many institutions employ a digital catalog, but do not employ an automated-recognition package. In fact, some institutions still prefer the classic catalog approach to automated methods.
In order to make automated fin comparison packages more usable and improve the end user experience, a process to automatically extract a fin outline from a photograph is desirable. Such a process would decrease both user input time and the visual fatigue caused by manual outline extraction. As a result, automated fin comparison packages would be more user-friendly.
Background and Related Work
Digital image processing is the application of computer algorithms to digital images.
There are two principal application areas of image processing: improving pictorial information for human interpretation and processing scene data for autonomous machine perception [5] . While the output of the first category is often images, the second category often aims to extract information from an image in a form suitable for computer processing [5] . This research falls into the second category. The goal is to move from a pictorial description of a fin to a mathematical plot of points along the outline of this fin. Gonzalez [5] identifies several fundamental steps in digital image processing (See Figure 2 .1). The work described in this thesis focuses upon color image processing, segmentation, and morphological processing with the goal of representing and describing a dorsal fin by a plot of coordinate pairs marking its outline. Each of these steps draws upon a knowledge base of information about the problem domain. Ideally, this knowledge base will be as small as possible.
Image processing applications vary greatly in success depending upon the conditions under which images are acquired. Images acquired under controllable conditions, for example, differ from images acquired in the field. Images acquired in factories for quality assurance applications often have known lighting and distance parameters. This a priori knowledge greatly simplifies the image processing task and provides good consistency from image to image. For images acquired in the field, such as those used in this research, lighting conditions and camera distance and angle are often not known and vary from one image to another. Ideally, the methods developed here will operate on as wide a domain of images and under as many different conditions as possible.
Histogram Analysis Techniques for Segmentation by Thresholding
Segmentation is the process by which regions in an image are classified into categories based upon similarities to and differences from surrounding regions. Commonly, segmentation is used to separate foreground objects from background regions in an image. This process results in a binary image in which the foreground is one value and the background another. Thresholding is a popular image segmentation technique [9] that involves analysis of an image's histogram. Thresholding techniques are those that determine the threshold value, t, based on certain criteria. All pixels with values less than or equal to t are given one color while those greater than t are given another.
Thresholding methods are either global or local and point-or region-dependent [9] .
Global thresholding algorithms choose one threshold for the entire image while local thresholding algorithms partition the image into subimages and select a threshold for each subimage. Point-dependent thresholding algorithms only analyze the gray level distribution of the image while region-dependent algorithms also consider the location of the pixels.
The p-title method is one of the earliest thresholding methods [9] . The method requires an a priori knowledge of the approximate percentage of pixels in the foreground object. A threshold t is then selected so that at least this percentage of pixels is selected for the foreground. When the distance of the camera from the photographed object is not known, the resulting size of the desired object cannot easily be determined and the use of this method becomes problematic.
The mode method works well for images that are almost bimodal, having distinct foreground objects and background regions. The threshold chosen corresponds to the valley of the histogram [9] .
Where images are not bimodal and percentages are not known a priori, it is difficult to find a good valley in the histogram upon which to threshold. In this case, it is often possible to define a threshold at the shoulder of the histogram [9] . The histogram concavity analysis method is an extension of the mode method that considers points of concavity-valleys and shoulders-as threshold possibilities.
Binary Image Operations
A binary image is an image in which each pixel is one of two values-usually displayed as white and black. Logical and morphological processing of binary images is common.
Standard boolean operations-NOT, AND, OR, XOR-are defined between pixels of corresponding locations in two images of equal dimensions, with the exception of NOT, which requires only one image. Morphological operations concern region shape. Closely related to mathematical morphology, morphological operations extract image components "that are useful in the representation and description of region shape, such as boundaries, skeletons, and the convex hull" [8] . Morphological operations are useful for disconnecting, thinning, thickening, and pruning objects. Morphological operations are most useful on binary and grayscale images [8] .
Open is a morphological operation so named for its tendency to separate joined objects-e.g. open the image. An open operation is comprised of one erosion followed by a dilation. An erosion turns edge pixels-black pixels with at least one white neighborwhite. Dilation performs the opposite operation: it turns white pixels bordering black pixels black unless doing so joins two disconnected regions of black pixels. Each of these methods may be expanded to accept a coefficient parameter, n, which represents the minimum number of pixels of the opposite color that must border the pixel of interest to change its color from black to white or white to black. Thus, in an open, only those black pixels with at least n black neighbors will change to white. A traditional open has a parameter of one.
Color Models
Color models (also known as color spaces or color systems) define a standard way to specify a certain color. Many color models exist and each is useful for different purposes.
Among the most common are RGB (used in LCD's, monitors, and popular image file formats including JPEG and TIFF), YIQ (used for color television broadcast), and CMY and CMYK (used for printing).
The RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color system defines each color within its color space using a 3-tuple. The 3-tuple specifies the percentage of red, green, and blue associated with a given color. RGB is an additive color system. When the maximum amount of red, green, and blue light are present (1,1,1), white pixels result. Black, on the other hand, is given by the absence of red, green, and blue light (0,0,0). YIQ (Luminance, In-phase, Quadrature) color space separates an image's intensity information from its color information. Thus, intensity transformations may be easily realized on a color image in this color space. YIQ color space is closely related to the NTSC broadcasting standard [8] enabling color and monochrome television sets to display the same signal appropriately. The Y channel represents luminance or brightness. A color digital photograph may be converted to a black and white digital photograph by computing the Y channel of YIQ color space. This channel is formed by combining the RGB channels in proportion to the human eye's sensitivity to each color [8] as given by Equation 2.1.
CMY (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow) and CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, blacK) are based on the subtractive color system and are used extensively in color printers and copiers. Cyan subtracts red light from reflected white light. That is, when a surface coated with cyan is struck by white light, the red frequencies will be absorbed leaving only the green and blue frequencies-cyan. Likewise, magenta subtracts green light, and yellow subtracts blue light. If a surface is coated with cyan and magenta, both red and green frequencies will be absorbed and only blue light frequencies will be reflected back making the image appear
blue. An image is easily moved from RGB to CMY color space by Equation 2.2.
CMYK is very similar to CMY but introduces another channel, K or black. The black channel represents a shade of gray that is common to all channels, thereby reducing the amount of colored ink needed when printing. Chapter 3
Approach and Uniqueness
This research aims to determine what combination of image manipulation techniques reliably extracts dorsal fin outlines from digital photographs with minimal user input. While the techniques are established, this aim is unique. The algorithm involves three primary stages-constructing a binary image, refining the binary image, and forming and using the outline yielded by the refined binary image. Unlike classic uses of segmentation for quality assurance in a factory, the use of these techniques in the field brings many new challenges. Lighting differences, scale differences, rotational and size differences, and color differences-each complicates the segmentation process. An approach to extract dolphin dorsal fin outlines with very little a priori knowledge is sought.
Edge detection methods are popular and may be found in such graphic manipulation packages as PhotoShop TM and Gimp; yet, edge detection methods generally identify all edges in an image. The task then shifts to identifying which edges correspond to those of the fin outline. This research first provides a rough outline through image segmentation and morphological processing techniques. Secondly, that rough outline is refined using local edge detection methods.
For this research, two distinct approaches were developed based upon the color information in the fin images. The formation of an intensity image and identification of an optimal threshold are accomplished quite differently in each approach. The refinement of the segmented image and the extraction of the fin outline, on the other hand, do not significantly differ between the two approaches.
Approach 1, Standard Intensity Image
The process begins when the user imports a photograph of an unknown fin to compare to existing, known fins. The algorithm first seeks to establish a rough outline of the fin to define the constraint space and boundaries within which the Canny edge detector [1] and active contour [6] operations may later operate. In order to find this approximate outline efficiently, the image is first downsampled. The operations that follow all depend on the number of pixels in the image. Thus, reducing the image's size decreases overall processing time. At the same time, precision suffers. This, however, will be corrected when the rough outline is plotted and refined using the full resolution image. 
Choosing a Threshold Value

(a) Color image, (b) Grayscale Image, (c) Result of unsupervised thresholding based on histogram analysis, (d) Following a series of morphological processes [open (erosion/dilation), erosion, AND with original binary image c], (e) Feature recognition to select the largest feature, (f ) Outline produced by one erosion and XOR with e, (g) Feature recognition to select largest outline, (h) outline spaced/smoothed using active contours.
nearly bimodal and work well with the mode method [9] , the histogram concavity analysis method [9] was found to work well on a larger spectrum of images and was, thus, employed.
Nevertheless, in selecting a threshold, some assumptions were necessary. The algorithm assumes that the image consists of two regions-object or fin and background. It is further assumed that the fin is the darkest of these two regions. Using these limited assumptions, the algorithm computes the histogram and finds the first "valley." To identify the first valley, the relative shape of the histogram is analyzed from left to right. A valley must be proceeded by a increase and a peak or plateau. At each position in the histogram, the count of pixels in a symmetric neighborhood of 30 intensity values is used to determine if the number of pixels at each intensity position is increasing, decreasing, or level. Pixel counts within 2% of the count of the target position are considered to be level. After the first valley is found, the second valley is also determined. The distance from the end of the first valley to the tip of the second histogram region is computed. If they are significantly close, then the fin is likely two-toned, and the optimal threshold is at the second valley.
Fin Refinement and Outline Generation
The algorithm constructs a binary image ( The image is iteratively opened-erosion followed by dilation-to separate the fin from these small dark regions. An efficient implementation was found by adopting Cychosz's thinning algorithm, which uses a neighborhood map approach [2] . After several standard erosions, the image undergoes a series of erosions with a high coefficient of 5. These erosions essentially remove any pixels that do not touch at least five other object pixels. The image then undergoes a number of dilations equal to the number of standard erosions, and the image undergoes an AND with the binary image before any morphological processing was done. This ensures the dilations do not add any new object pixels and helps maintain the shape of the fin. The largest blob of black pixels is then selected in the fourth stage ( Figure   3 .1e).
The outline is formed in stage five by eroding a copy of the image once and performing an exclusive-or (XOR) with the binary image as it existed before the erosion. This results in a one-pixel wide outline (Figure 3 .1f). The largest outline is then selected using the same code that selected the largest blob (Figure 3.1g) . This is necessary as smaller outlines often result from sun-glare spots on the fin and other abnormalities. 
Outline Walk and Refinement
In the next stage, the start and end of the fin outline are detected and walked to form a chain of coordinate pairs. The one-pixel wide outline often includes the peduncle and other portions of the dolphin's body. A start point is identified as the first of three points that move sequentially in a north-east direction (assuming movement towards the top of the image is defined as north). Similarly, an end point is identified as last of three points to move sequentially in a south-east direction. Figure 3 .2 shows an outline with the start and end points identified. As the outline is walked, movement is prioritized in a east-north-south-west manner. That is the algorithm will first seek to move one pixel east. If this is not possible then north movement is tried. Only if these two directions fail is south movement sought, etc. Some fin outlines are closed, and this priority of movement ensures the fin is always walked left to right, start to end.
In the final step (also performed for manually-traced fins), the algorithm plots the points on the original color image and spaces/smooths the outline using active contours and a Canny edge detector to reposition the outline along the true dorsal fin edge. (Figure   3 .1h).
Approach 2, Cyan Intensity Image
Although many dorsal fin images exhibit a good contrast between the fin and the background when the standard intensity image is used, others, such as those shown in 
Choosing an Alternative Color Space
In order to determine the optimal mapping from color space into an intensity image, several color systems were examined comparing all possible weightings of each channel, out to two-decimal places. Approach 1 was applied to 302 images and failed to produce a usable outline for 96 images. This failure resulted despite the fact that for many of the images, the fin was easily distinguishable from the background for a human observer-using color information. In order to identify a color space in which a suitable threshold could be easily identified for such images, several transformations to alternative color spaces were examined. These color systems were analyzed to determine the optimal mapping from the original color images into intensity images, comparing all possible weightings of each color component channel, out to two-decimal places.
Ten images representative of the 96 were used for initial evaluation of possible color channel weightings. For each image, an "ideal" image separating the fin and background was created manually. An iterative algorithm then compared the image in all color spaces determining which color space and weighting classified the most pixels (fin and not fin) correctly as determined by the manual segmentation. The best intensity image for this representative set was formed by converting the image to CMYK color space and using the cyan channel in place of the original intensity image for the purposes of thresholding (Figure 3.3 c,f,i) . For this set of images, the cyan channel yields good contrast between the cyan-rich water and cyan-poor fin in many cases. 
Iterative Unsupervised Thresholding
The intensity images produced using the cyan channels of the original images are then subjected to an iterative thresholding algorithm. Traditional histogram analysis methods [9] , whether point-or region-dependent and global or local, do not consider the arrangement of the pixels in evaluation of the threshold. In order to achieve a useful portioning of the image into object and background, a technique for analyzing the resulting arrangement of object and background pixels was sought.
A "pixelarity" metric was developed to evaluate the quality of the segmentation produced using a particular threshold value. The evaluation is based upon the degree to which a threshold produces large solid areas of fin and background. This method requires limited a priori knowledge, unlike other traditional histogram analysis methods which require information about the size (p-tile method [9] ), location, etc., of the feature of interest.
Evaluation of Threshold Quality
To evaluate the quality of a threshold, a three by three structuring element is passed over the thresholded image and a score is assigned to each arrangement of pixels the element encounters. Then, the average score for the image is computed. A given pixel arrangement is scored using a neighborhood map approach [2] . The arrangement of the nine pixels beneath the structuring element is mapped one-to-one with a number in the range zero to 512. A look up table holds the score for each possible arrangement of pixels.
Ranging from one to 21, the score each arrangement of pixels receives is the sum of the number of long edges and the number of four-connected objects in the region beneath the structuring element, as described in Section 3.2.5. For example, the best score, one, is achieved with either of the cases (one region with no edges) shown in Figure 3 Increasing thresholds are taken in increments of five and the "pixelarity" of each is computed. Figure 3 .6 shows the graph of the "pixelarity" of an image as the threshold increases. The pixelarity graphs of images with two distinct regions (object and background) share a similar shape. At first the "pixelarity" increases as the darker region is selected.
Pixelarity then decreases, and the graph reaches a local minimum, representing the ideal threshold. Past this, pixelarity again increases as pixels from the lighter region become The grayscale images of dolphin dorsal fins formed from the cyan channel in CMYK colorspace are subjected to this pixelarity measure and thresholded at the first local minimum.
Morphological Processing and Walk
Once thresholded, an outline is produced from the image using steps similar to those employed in Approach 1. Open and close morphological operations clean up the fin edge, and a one-pixel erosion on a copy of the image is used in an exclusive-or (XOR) with the thresholded image to produce a one-pixel wide outline of all objects. The largest outline is selected and walked to form a chain code to be used as a digital representation of the fin outline for comparison operations.
Developing the "Pixelarity Metric"
The score for a given 3x3 arrangement of pixels is the sum of the number of distinct four-connected objects and the number of long edges. The scores range from one (1) to twenty-one (21). In developing this metric, several alternatives were evaluated.
In determining the number of objects, eight-connected and four-connected approaches were considered. Each pixel in a four-connected object must touch another pixel in the object directly above, below, left, or right of itself. Eight-connected objects offer a more lenient definition of connectedness, and pixels in such an object need only touch one other pixel of the object in any direction, including diagonals. Thus, all four-connected objects are eight-connected, but not all eight-connected objects are four-connected. Using eightconnected objects in place of four-connected objects yields scores that are unrealistically favorable. In a well-segmented fin image, we seek large solid elements. The fin should be well-connected using four-connected objects. Using a the four-connected definition, various isolated diagonal segments are penalized more strongly for not having any other pixels connect them. The pixel arrangement on the right of Figure 3 .7 simply selects three more pixels as object than does the arrangement on the left. Yet, this addition of pixels raises the pixelarity score counter to intuition when an eight-connected definition is used. Using an eight-connected definition in Figure 3 .7, the arrangement on the left receives a score of 10 (two regions and eight edges) and the arrangement on the right receives a score of 11 (four regions and seven edges). Using a four-connected definition, the leftmost arrangement scores 13 (five regions and eight edges), while the rightmost arrangement receives a superior score of 11 (four regions and seven edges).
Figure 3.7: A four-connected definition of regions produces more accurate pixelarity scores than does an eight-connected definition.
In counting the number of edges in a 3x3 pixel arrangement, multiple schemes are possible. One option is to count all edges-that is wherever a white and black pixel meet could be considered one edge. This is referred to as the number of "short edges." Long edges, on the other hand, consider the surrounding pixels. Where one short edge is the natural extension of another (connecting at one end point and continuing in the same direction) these two short edges can be thought of as producing one "long edge." Using long edges gives scores that more closely parallel the intuitive evaluation of a pixel arrangement than does using short edges. The use of long edges gives preference to straight clean divisions between foreground and background. Long edges also result in fewer ties between scores for pixel arrangements. For example, the arrangement on the left in Figure 3 .8, scores six (two regions and four edges) using either long or short edges. The arrangement on the right in Figure 3 .8, which seems intuitively superior to the one on the left, receives the same score of six (two regions and four edges) employing short edges. This tie is broken using long edges, which score the arrangement on the right as four (two regions and two long edges). The pixelarity scores for each 3x3 neighborhood are totaled and the mean score is calculated. This mean score is highly dependent upon the image's contents and cannot be compared from one image to another. There is no mean score that indicates a proper threshold; rather, the relation between the scores of differing thresholds offers clues as to the ideal threshold.
Through analysis of a sample set of 78 images that failed to extract a usable outline under Approach 1, three categories of images emerged. These categories were established based on the graphs of the mean pixelarity scores at iterative thresholds. One category consisted of images with a concave-up portion in their graphs, another category consisted of images with a plateau in their graphs, and the final category consisted of images with no critical points in their graphs.
The first category has a shape akin to Figure 3.6. The ideal threshold is the first local minimum. At smaller thresholds, nearly all the image is selected as background, and the pixelarity score is low. As the threshold first increases the pixelarity score rises as foreground and background elements separate. Soon the graph begins to decrease as foreground and background become better segmented. At the local minimum, the ideal threshold is reached.
Past this point, higher thresholds begin to select background elements, and the pixelarity score again rises until the threshold begins to select the majority of the image. As this happens, the pixelarity score falls and eventually approaches one. A pixelarity score of one is achieved when the entirety of the image is selected as foreground or background. The ideal threshold for (a bimodal image with) a graph of this shape is the first local minimum.
It is precisely at this point that foreground and background are separated most cleanly. In the second category of images, a local minimum does not exist. Rather, a critical point is found on the plateau of the graph, and this point represents the ideal threshold.
In the above two categories, the ideal threshold is found among the graph's critical points-where the graph's first derivative is zero. For the graphs of a small subset of the images, no critical points exist. In these cases, the pixelarity score usually decreases uniformly as the threshold level increases. In this case, the ideal threshold may be at zero (0), or the graph may not indicate the ideal threshold. The algorithm proceeds with an initial threshold of zero. If later operations-threshold refinement, outline generation and walk-fail or if the final outline produced is unreasonably short, then it is likely that zero was not the correct threshold. In this case, the user will be asked to supply a manual trace.
Refinements to Both Approaches
After development of the above two approaches, results from independent testers using larger image sets distinct from those used in development led to a number of observations and changes.
Four principal changes were made. These changes are 1) the user must indicate the start and end of the fin prior to fin extraction, 2) the fin is automatically cropped before beginning the threshold algorithm, 3) the walk of the one-pixel outline was rewritten, and 4) the largest feature code was rewritten in a more efficient manner.
Analysis showed that, occasionally, the algorithms were unable to find a suitable starting point to walk the one-pixel wide outline. At times, flipping the fin horizontally would yield a suitable starting point. Even so, users seemed to disagree about the exact start and end points of the fin. As a direct response to user requests, a "cleaver" tool was initially added to chop off all the points before or after an indicated point. Thus, users were observed engaging in the following interaction process: a) autotrace the fin b) select the cleaver tool c) indicate the start of the fin (removing all points before the indicated point) and d) indicate the end of the fin (removing all points following the indicated point). By refining this process to indicate the start and end of the fin before attempting autotrace, the algorithm can provide a superior autotrace and do so in a more efficient manner. Best of all, this change truly adds no complexity or user time as users were already indicating the start and end of the fin with the "cleaver" tool post-trace. The order of the steps is simply rearranged. Users must now indicate the start and end of the fin. As soon as the end of the fin is indicated, the program will attempt an autotrace.
With the additional information of the start and end points of the fin available, the fin may be automatically bounded. By focusing the global threshold algorithms on the specific region of the image containing the fin, excessive noise in the histogram is reduced and the chances of achieving a successful outline increase. This automatic bounding process was attempted in two ways. In the first attempt, after the existing scaling operations, fins were cropped to a bounding box formed from the user start to end points plus 100px padding and a height of one and a half times the width. Such height (based upon the golden ratio) worked well in a sample of photographs. Under this approach, scaling was desirable so that set values could be used to pad the fin. However, by scaling extremely large images before cropping, the fin became too small to achieve the necessary accuracy.
Thus, a second approach was employed. Users were again observed zooming images so that small fins occupied the majority of the view area. Such action is a necessary precursor to verifying an autotrace or providing a manual trace. The algorithm now bounds to the viewable area. This introduces one major human-computer interaction issue: the entirety of the fin must be visible in the view area if the algorithm is to succeed. This information must be aptly and nonintrusively communicated to users.
The code to walk the outline was rewritten. All outlines are four-connected, and they are now walked as such. This leads to fewer decision points where multiple directions are possible. In addition, user supplied start and end points are now used to better walk the outline. In the sequence of points formed by walking the fin, order is important. Previously, the exact start and end points of the outline were difficult to determine. Even with a usersupplied start point, the closest point on the outline to that point must be determined. At first an expanding search pattern centered at the user-start point was used, and the outline was walked from the first point encountered.
To ease this situation and ensure the optimal point is used, a new approach was developed. Under this approach, a pseudo-secant line is first calculated between the start and end points. This line is the minimum y component of the points and runs parallel to the x-axis for the length of the distance between the two points. The perpendicular bisector to this line (parallel to the y-axis) is then presumed to intersect the fin outline one or more times. Theoretically, two outline categories exist (Figure 3 The closed-form outline presented the greatest challenge for the expanding search approach.
Under that approach, the bottom of the fin was sometimes first encountered and then the fin was walked from end to start. Now, the north most point to touch the vertical bisector is used as a seed point. The algorithm first walks to the east of this point as far as possible. As the eastward walk progresses, the algorithm makes certain never to cross the perpendicular bisector. This check allows closed-form outlines to be treated identically to open-form outlines. This check may be thought the equivalent of inserting a small one-pixel gap on the line formed between the dolphin's body and fin in such closed-form outlines. After the eastward walk concludes, the algorithm returns to the seed point and walks westward prepending each point encountered. The user start and end points are then used to select the coordinate pairs in the outline that are closest to these points as calculated by the standard Euclidean distance formula. The sequence of points is trimmed and reversed as necessary. The "largest feature" code was the most time-intensive and problematic phase in both Approach 1 and Approach 2. During this stage, the image is traversed row by row to identify connected "blobs" of zero-valued pixels, the largest of which is assumed to be the fin. The preprocessing step of scaling the image reduced the number of pixels to be evaluated, but the upper limit on the number of possible blobs (connected groups of black pixels) encountered is still quite large, n/2 if the image has n pixels. Images with poorer thresholds often contain much noise, and the number of blobs in such images is very high.
In one case the number of blobs was so high so as to cause the algorithm to terminate abnormally. These excess blobs are generally located in the water and other non-central parts of the image. With the start and end point of the fin known, the search area for blobs can be greatly reduced. A point is identified with an x coordinate that corresponds to the midpoint of the pseudo-secant line connecting the user-selected start and end points.
The y value of this point is equal to the y value of the midpoint minus one-half the length of the pseudo-secant line. Ostensibly, the feature which contains this point should be the fin. Theoretically, however a slight abnormality at this exact point could cause an error.
Such an abnormality could result from severe discoloration, sun glare, etc. While the search for multiple blobs cannot be completely abandoned, the search range can be significantly reduced from the whole image to a small region around this point. This reduction results in large computing time-savings and speeds both approaches.
Finally, the knowledge of user-defined start and end points assist in the evaluation of an automatically produced outline. If the outline is unreasonably short or does not approach the start and end points adequately the outline is discarded. This evaluation is important in the current multiple tier implementation. Effective evaluation allows the use of multiple approaches without user knowledge or further interaction.
Chapter 4 Results and Contributions
Work performed as a part of this thesis research demonstrated methods to successfully extract an outline of a dolphin dorsal fin in a large percentage of images acquired in the field. The automated fin extraction process reduces user input time and eases visual fatigue, improving the end user experience.
Approach 1, Standard Intensity Image (Before Modifications)
The Approach 1 was developed using a set of 36 images collected from field research.
The test set of images for this approach included 302 images distinct from the 36 in the development set. These 302 images were collected as part of an active population study of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in Boca Ciega Bay, FL. In the set, the program automatically produced a usable outline for 106 images (35.1%). Another 100 images (33.11%) required only slight modification to the automatically extracted fin outline. The autotrace algorithm was unable to produce an outline for 78 images (25.83%). Finally, the algorithm produced an unusable outline (usually selecting the wrong feature) for 18 images (5.96%).
Two-thirds of the images traced successfully-half with no modification whatsoever by the user. This significantly reduces the time and visual fatigue in fin outline extraction and greatly facilitates use of automated recognition packages. Given the large quantity of photographs to be compared, avoiding a manual tracing process for two-thirds of the images greatly reduces end-user time and fatigue. Reactions expressed by marine scientists at the 16th Biennial Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals suggest this research has the potential to improve user experience with automated recognition packages. In the event of failing to identify the outline, a user traces the outline as usual with no loss in time; while, in the case of a successful extraction of an outline, the user proceeds directly to matching the fin, bypassing the time-consuming and visually-fatiguing manual tracing process.
Approach 2, Cyan Intensity Image
The second approach was developed based on a sample of images which failed Approach 1. A testing set of 94 images was formed from images that failed to produce usable outlines with previous approaches. This set was distinct from the 96 images originally used in developing this approach. Of the 94 images tested, 48 (51%) of these automatically produced a successful trace using Approach 2.
The metric scores, as applied to thresholding, are relative to a particular image and cannot be used to compare thresholds across multiple images. Overall, however, the metric provides information about pixel arrangement and mimics the way a human chooses a threshold. The method provides good results even where traditional histogram analysis methods prove inconclusive, and this method further requires limited a priori knowledge.
The algorithm runs on the order of O(n) overall where n is the number of pixels in the image. The metric may also be useful in evaluation of image compression algorithms by comparing "pixelarity" measures of an image before and after compression.
Comparison
Both approaches use similar steps for outline production, refinement, and walking.
The computation of the standard intensity image and the computation of the cyan intensity image both incur similar processing expenses. The largest difference in runtime stems from the thresholding stages of the processes. Both approaches are of linear complexity, O(n), relative to the number of pixels in the image; yet, Approach 2 still incurs a greater runtime expense as multiple threshold-images must be formed and analyzed. As Approach 1 determines the threshold from the histogram, only one threshold-image is produced.
Given the increased runtime of Approach 2, the software implements the two algorithms in a tiered approach. Only those images which fail the first approach are subjected to the second process. Approach 1 yielded a usable outline for 68% of images. If the testing set for Approach 2 is representative of the 32% failing previous approaches, then a tiered solution combining both approaches ought to produce usable outlines for approximately 84% (68% + 51% · 32%) of a typical set of dorsal fin images.
In testing with 224 images which failed Method 1 before the modifications of Section 
Intuitive Design
The addition of AutoTrace functionality sought to be as intuitive as possible. Users should not be expected to know that a tiered approach of multiple algorithms exists. At the user level of abstraction, there is one feature-AutoTrace. It should not concern the user how this functionality is implemented at lower levels of abstraction. For a tiered approach to be successful while at the same time transparent to the user, it is important that the autotrace algorithms recognize when each fails to produce a valid outline. If Approach 1 fails, the second approach may be tried seamlessly with no user action, and if this second approach fails too, the user is guided to provide a manual trace.
Users may not understand the value of cropping an image in regards to the algorithm, nor, should this be expected. The technical benefits of cropping an image are clear: limited search space, reduced histogram noise, decreased overall processing time, etc. The target user, a biologist, should not be expected to weigh such technical considerations. Thus, it is desirable to automatically bound the image without overt user action. To accurately determine the start and end points of the fin outline, users intuitively zoom in on the region of the photograph that contains the fin. The implementation capitalizes on this approach to use the viewable area of the image as an automatic bound. The danger in doing so is that the entire fin must be available. The user should be alerted to this in several ways: on screen in the status bar, in any error dialogs should AutoTrace fail, and in user documentation.
Intelligent tool selection is also an important user interface feature so that the user interface makes the transition from task to task "a seamless, transparent, and even pleasurable experience" [10] . After a successful AutoTrace, the eraser tool is selected automatically to allow for slight refinements. If AutoTrace fails, the pencil tool is automatically selected to prepare the user for a manual trace.
Serial Process
Tracing a fin is a multistep serial process: image adjustments, fin trace, feature identification. Each step in the process depends upon completion of previous steps. The trace window in DARWIN uses three side-by-side buttons to refer to these three steps.
Previously different buttons would be hidden or shown depending upon the current and previous stage of the process. These unexplained changes in the display of buttons could potentially cause confusion for the user. Now, these three buttons are always shown. The current stage is indicated, and the user can see the whole process as well as his or her progress through the process. The buttons are also numbered 1, 2, 3 to designate that each stage occurs in order.
Such navigational assistance is important. The serial process may be equated to progress through a novel. When reading a book, the reader sees his or her progress through the book. The user has the same desire to know where he or she is in relation to the whole process when using an application [10] . For this reason, all three buttons of the process are always visible. Even though the user cannot skip from the first step to the third, it is beneficial to the user to know that three steps exist and that he or she is progressing towards this final step.
At times, serial processes are modeled with "Back" and "Next" buttons. This is often used, for example, in installation programs. For the task faced in DARWIN, numbered buttons are superior to this approach. The numbered buttons provide an overall sense of the task and the user's status within the process.
Documentation
Documentation should be given equal importance to other implementation concerns. Documentation includes all materials that support the user and help him or her "achieve goals and accomplish tasks" within a software system [7] . This broad definition embraces not only out-of-application support items such as readme files and user guides, but also inprogram support such as error message dialogs and status indicators which are integrated into the interface.
Users may consult a user guide briefly upon being introduced to a system. After this, most users do not return to it until they encounter a problem. At this point, users skip, scan, and skim documentation looking for a the solution to their specific need. While documentation is recognized as providing two types of information: procedural information (task focused, how to use an application, etc) and declarative information (how the software works, conceptual details), the majority of information should be task-focused [7] .
The documentation for DARWIN was mostly software focused. It analyzed the program window by window and offered descriptions of each tool available in the window.
While a description of each button may be valuable to some, a user looking to accomplish a certain task does not wish to read the description of each button until he or she arrives at the button which accomplishes this task. New task focused sections were added to the documentation to assist the user.
The program faced an important documentation process in communicating the steps for an AutoTrace to the user as clearly, but nonintrusively, as possible. An icon and cursor were developed for AutoTrace functionality. The icon and cursor build upon the "magic wand" image found in many photo editing environments. The goal is to communicate to the user that the computer will complete the trace. A message in the status bar asks the user to "Click the start and then end point of the fin." The program attempts to catch common errors, such as clicking the end point before the start point. The dolphin is known to be swimming to the user's left; so, if the end point is to the left of the start point, a dialog immediately alerts the user to click the start point before the end point and remember that the dolphin must be swimming to the user's left. The start and end points are automatically cleared for the user to select these points. Other error messages within DARWIN were updated and expanded to reflect program updates and to better inform users of the probable cause of the error.
Future HCI Tasks
User observation should fuel future changes and user-interface optimizations. Among these changes will likely be further restructuring of the help files and development of more in-program assistance.
Recent observations have identified the need to have two last opened file indicators.
One for traced fins and one for new images. Currently, the program remembers the last viewed file and returns the user to this file when "Open" is selected. However, the task of switching between opening images and opening traced fins could be made more convenient.
The program returns to the last opened file (whether traced fin or image) no matter whether the user seeks to open an image or a traced fin. A superior user experience can be created by remembering the last opened image and the last opened traced fin independently. The two buttons-Open Fin and Open Image-may too closely resemble one another or be placed too close together on the tool bar as well.
Tablet computing and network distributed catalogs will likely change the way users interact with DARWIN and will require extensive HCI consideration.
Chapter 6 Future
The AutoTrace algorithms fails on two principle categories of images-those images images of very poor quality and those images in which another dolphin is behind the fin of interest. Those images within the first category, such as Figure 6 .1, are often even difficult to manually trace. The prognosis for automatically tracing such images is poor. For the second category of images-those in which another dolphin is behind the fin of interest-AutoTrace should still be possible. Using current methods, this category presents a challenge as both foreground and background are dolphin, and the two do not usually differ significantly in color. To successfully trace such outlines, this special case must be recognized and the algorithm must compensate. Often a partial outline of such fins is possible, but the outline does not approach the user end point and/or start point. The algorithms recognize this as a failure, and the outline is discarded. If this case is recognized, edge detection between the end of the partial trace and the start or end points may be able to provide a suitable trace. Bright spots are occasionally found in images where the sun reflects off of the dolphin and any water on its body. This sun glare can interfere with the outline extraction process. Preprocessing should be able to identify these glare spots and fill them based on the surrounding colors. Outline extraction may be further refined by the use of texture, mathematical modeling (spline), and edge detection. Future research may also further optimization of current approaches.
Finally, DARWIN and outline extraction, may apply to other animal species. Even where the outline itself is not the principle concern, such as whale flukes, this research may prove helpful. Identifying whale flukes involves surface characteristics primarily and not edge characteristics. Even so, this research may prove helpful in isolating and selecting the flukes from a digital photograph. In turn, the flukes may be aligned to one-another as part of a preprocessing step. These steps may greatly aid identifying such individuals.
